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Editor’s
Letter

Who run the world? Girls! That’s right, it is the international women’s day magazine
everyone and we are here to celebrate all women with articles about powerful women,
powerful characters, issues that affect women, and more. This entire issue was created
by our Opus women for you, whether you identify as a woman or not this issue is an
entertaining read for all!
This was also the final masterpiece by our amazing designer Laura before she moved
on to her amazing new fulltime job! We miss you Laura! I will let the magazine speak for
itself but just remember this one thing,

“ Never apologise
for being a powerful woman! ”
A,B,C,D,E,F,G I have to go.
Media Officer and Editor
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International
Women’s Day
2021
Creative Campaigns

As a creative, I was fascinated to learn that one
of the missions of the International Women’s Day
(IWD) team is to support women creatives. Their
aim with these projects is to raise awareness of
inequality by elevating work by these creators
to increase the visibility for commission and
commercial projects.

Requirements for this option are as follows:
• Landscape; 16:9 aspect ratio
• Max 3000 pixels width
Street Art

Run by the International Women’s Day Street Art
Collective (IWDSAC), this worldwide initiative
The 2021 creative challenges which you can get aims to celebrate and support the work of
women creatives by increasing visibility of their
involved in are as follows:
work, with the intention for commissions and
Strike the #ChooseToChallengePose
other commercial work. This project is guided
Undoubtedly the most well-known campaign by Ms Snaps, an Australian-based artist, and
that encourages individuals, groups, and her IWD Crew.
organisations to get involved is by raising This year female street artists around the world
awareness through sharing an image of are in invited to participate and have their work
themselves with an assertive, raised hand on featured on IWD’s website and socials. Creative
social media. This motion is used as display of interpretation of the theme is welcomed, with the
solidarity, challenging inequality, and pledging use of the featuring words #ChooseToChallenge
to this year’s theme of #ChooseToChellenge. (or the corresponding pose, mentioned before)
Additionally, selfie cards can accompany this optional.
pose. These cards are downloadable and also
Early submissions are encouraged, with photo
customisable for organisations.
and video submissions to be sent to info@
To
participate,
simply
tag
@ internationalwomensday.com, along with the
internationalwomensday_global and use the following requirements:
hashtags #IWD2021 and #ChooseToChallenge
• Landscape; 1:22 aspect ratio
when posting to social media.
• Artist/Crew bio, including weblink (250 words)
To download a selfie card, visit https://www. • Logo/tag (if applicable)
internationalwomensday.com/SelfieCards.
• Short statement giving permission for use by
Additionally, anyone who would like to formally IWD (for social media and website)

Typography Creation

Rap Artist Showcase

Supported by global community Typism, this
creative challenge aims to raise awareness of
worldwide gender equality issues by featuring
the work of women typographers with the aim of
increasing the visibility of their work through this
showcase opportunity.

Rap music is seen to be a highly influential medium
for communicating important messaging to
communities, often invoking a call to action, and
in turn, creating a significant impact. As such,
it fits with IWD’s initiative whereby women rap
artists are a key focus in this year’s celebrations.

With the aim of showing solidarity regarding
gender inequality issues, this year typographers
are invited to submit their creations via Instagram
using the following hashtags and mentions:

Rap artists worldwide are invited to raise
awareness and engage with communities
by speaking out against gender bias and
stereotypes, as well as to fight against
discrimination, oppression and suppression of
women.

• #IWD2021 #ChooseToChallenge #IWDTypism
• @internationalwomensday_global
• @typism

Entry is via YouTube by sharing the uploaded
video with IWD and using the hashtags
#IWD2021 and #ChooseToChallenge.

There are three categories to choose from:
1. #ChooseToChallenge Creations | Open +
Invited ASAP
2. IWD Creations | Open + Invited January 2021
3. Women’s Equality Statement Creations | Open
+ Invited throughout 2021

So whether or not you are a creative, an
individual, or just an organisation simply wanting
to show your support this International Women’s
Day, there is something for everyone to do to
help raise awareness of gender inequality.

Selected entries will be featured across IWD For more information on how to participate, visit:
and Typism’s social media channels, as well as https://www.internationalwomensday.com/
IWD’s website, with the overall winning entries Mission/Creative
also featured.

submit their photo or illustration for IWD to use can
do so by emailing info@internationalwomensday.
com.
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Keighley Bradford

i can’t
make it go
away by
making
you a
villain

Inspired by the story told through the songs ‘cardigan’,
‘august’ & ‘betty’ from Taylor Swift’s folklore (2020)
Title is a lyric from ‘happiness’ from Taylor Swift’s evermore
(2020)
two women meet at a crossroads, a ceasefire in their war.
they bare the same wound, carved by the same man.
his name stings their tongues, leaving tastebuds sour.
barely footnotes in his story, two pawns positioned at opposite ends of a chess board.
memory shrouds them as they search the other’s eyes for understanding, for clarity.
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the blonde bares a broken heart, torn delicately in half by reckless hands.
years of pining, months of stars and finally letting go of scars, it had led to this.
bleeding wounds, tattoo kisses, a split second of satisfaction after slamming the door in his face.
cursing her name, the alluring thief that stole him for the winter.
for months, she had never known what upset her more.
the fact that he gave in to the thief, or that he expected her to take him back
or, the fact that she almost did.
she almost wilted with the flowers in that garden that night.
instead, she chose to grow.
and she would choose to grow again.
the thief nurses a broken spirit the way a drunk nurses a beer.
holding it firm, close to her chest, a shame that should never see the light of day.
she had known her role from the start, even if she hadn’t wanted to admit it to herself.
an interlude, nothing more. a month of instrumental before he returned to the album of her.
he was never looking for a new chapter, just something to fill the blank pages.
and she had loved him regardless.
he kept her warm for the winter, and then he was gone.
she should hate her.
and yet, she can’t help but see her wound.
the same scar, the same hurt.
they bare the same wound, carved by the same man.
for the first time in months, saying his name doesn’t sear the throat.
And neither does saying hers.
understanding. clarity.
‘betty.’
‘augustine.’
two women stand at a crossroads, not friends, but no longer waging a silent war.
they smile, and the weight of his wounds, his empty apologies, lift from their shoulders.
augustine is no longer just his mistake.
betty is no longer just an old cardigan beneath his bed.

betty and augustine leave the crossroads,
no longer just two women in a man’s story.
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Tayla Needham

5 kickass
women in 2021

International Women’s Day is perhaps one of my absolute favourites. Not only does it
remind us how truly awesome women are, but it also prompts insightful and socially
aware conversations about how far we have come and how we can do and be better.
Another fantastic side effect of having an entire day dedicated to women of all ages, sexes,
genders, and backgrounds is that we get to celebrate them! In the spirit of uplifting and
celebrating, here’s 5 phenomenally kickass women that you should watch out for in 2021!
1. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez

2. Vee Kativhu

At 31 years of age and one of the youngest
politicians to grace the US, AOC was sworn
into congress having won the right to represent
New York's 14th congressional district. Since
her appointment, she has fought tirelessly
against the hypocrisy and archaic values of the
US political system. Her life as a bartender in
New York prior to launching her political career,
provides a fresh, relatable, and welcome change
on the congressional floor. But it is not just her
unwavering fight for progressive political ideology
and reforms that has made her a superstar, it is
her humility and frankly nerves of steel that have
seen her skyrocket into one of the world’s most
influential women. Never one to back down,
AOC on more than one occasion has called out
the entirely sexist and inappropriate conduct
from male politicians and has sought to change
the environment and accessibility for women in
and aspiring to be in the political world.

It was a long and bumpy road for Vee during the
early phases of her academic life, having moved
from Zimbabwe to the UK in order to access
educational opportunities and a new quality of
life where she dreamed of attending Oxford.
Despite pushback from her teachers, Vee has
not only completed her Undergraduate degree
at Oxford University but at the age of 22 is now
pursuing her Master’s in International Education
Policy at Harvard University Graduate’s College
and is an award-winning education content
creator.

“ I started my campaign out of a
Trader Joe’s bag
with a bunch of printed palm cards
and an idea. ”

Recognising the difficulties and often tremendous
hurdles minorities and student’s in disadvantaged
positions face in equipping them with the skills
necessary to pursue academia, Vee channelled
her passion for equality and excellence into
a ‘studytube’ YouTube channel which has
amassed hundreds of thousands of subscribers
and led to the creation of “Empowered by Vee”,
an annual informal ‘academic conference’ event
aimed at helping students begin and transform
their academic journey, empowering them with
skills gained during Core Talks and Work-Shops.

“ The game is the game, and
we came to play. ”
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3. Amal Clooney
Amal is arguably one of my favourite people to
exist so excuse me if I get a little biased. Not
only is she a phenomenal philanthropist and
keynote speaker, but Amal is also one of the
world’s leading International Law and Human
Rights Lawyers. One of her most notable clients
to grace the headlines in recent years being
WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange whom she is
a staunch advocate for.

5. “Rosie” Batty, AO

Rosie Batty AO is one of Australia’s most
prominent crusaders and keynote speakers
against Domestic Violence, turning her own
tragic experience of losing her 11-year-old son,
Luke, into a tireless and strong campaign to
fight for better reform and a society free of DV.
Through this work, Rosie was named 2015’s
Australian of the Year and saw her receive the
Since her admission, Amal has proven herself a Pride of Australia National Courage Medal.
strong and fierce legal practitioner having been She has since been named as one of Fortune
part of many international campaigns against magazine’s top 50 World’s Greatest Leaders.
the exploitation of human rights which has
seen her work extend over many jurisdictions Rosie continues to give a voice to the thousands
and continents. George Clooney should think of domestic violence victims who have not yet
found theirs and has pledged to continue to
himself lucky.
ensure their voices are heard in all matters,
proving that no longer will they be unheard. Rosie
“ Holding back women is holding back has since founded the Luke Batty Foundation and
launched the Never Alone campaign, imploring
half of every country in the world. ”
Australians to support and stand with her and
other survivors of family violence. In 2021, Rosie
will be leading a ‘Victim Survivors’ Advisory
Council’ within the Victorian Government in
4. Kirstie Parker
response to the Royal Commission into Family
As co-chair of the National Congress of Violence.
Australia’s First Peoples, Kirstie has played
an enormous role in influencing Australian
government on policy and legislation that
impact Indigenous peoples. Additionally, her
role as co-chair of Close the Gap, a campaign
aimed at achieving health outcomes and life
expectancy equality for Indigenous Australians
has made her a key player in Australian politics
and a prominent figure in social justice and racial
equality. As a staunch advocate for Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander peoples, Kirstie also
holds a Director’s position on the Board of
Reconciliation Australia where she continues to
foster national conversations and recognition of
issues and inequalities Indigenous Australians
face.

“ My belief is a tragedy gives you an
opportunity to make a difference. I’ve
always admired people who do that. ”

There you have it, my top 5 noteworthy women
of 2021.There are so many incredible women out
there doing absolutely fantastic stuff so please,
take the time to find them and support them.
Follow along with their journey and together we
can create a better future. Afterall...

“ To me, a reconciled Australia is one
where Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people take their rightful
place in the sun.”
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“ The
FUTURE is
FEMALE.”

Jess Philbrook

Let’s talk
about sex
This one is for the girls

There are many issues people struggle with when
it comes to sex, one of which can be the ability
to have sex sober. This may seem odd, but for
some people it gives them confidence and an
ability to let loose. There is nothing wrong with
a couple of drinks and a good time, but what I
want to push here is that if you feel you need to
Let’s start with this concept of virginity and all be under the influence to have sex maybe we
the social pressures that come attached to this should look deeper. Is it body shame, is it the
word. The origin of the word virginity itself is fact you actually don’t want to have sex with this
one that degrades women as in the Old French person, or is it just a boost to get you doing the
meaning is defined as “sexually intact young deed? Let me just say that you are all beautiful
and perfect the way you are, but if you aren’t
woman”, like seriously, gag!
feeling your best being under the influence is not
the solution.
There are so many pressures put on all of us
sexually but in light of International Women’s Day
I will be just talking about the misconceptions
and pressures around sex and being a female
identifying person.

Virginity has been a taboo topic in society, but
it isn’t one that should be dictated as it is. You
are not a slut if you come to university and have
had sex, and you are not a prude if you haven’t.
It is all a matter of personal choice and what you
want to do. I know girls who haven’t had sex
because they simply have not had the time or
patience. I also know girls who have lots of sex
because that is what helps them unwind from
classes. None of this is wrong, it’s your body so
your choice. Hollywood has it so wrong, it is not
just a fuck fest when you make it to adult hood,
no one got time for that!
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Madelyn Gardiner

I will leave you with this, it’s ok to have fun. Sex
should be fun, not a chore or task you must
complete, it is about having a good time and
feeling pleasured. It isn’t about the destination
but the journey, a journey which should be filled
with foreplay!

Twitch’s
Problematic
Terms of
Service

Updates this year to Twitch’s Hateful Conduct
and Harassment policies have left many users
confused and angry. To clarify what they
consider to be sexual harassment, Twitch has
officially banned three words.
“Simp”: a person using excessive sympathy and
attention toward another person (usually female)
to win their affection.

“Incel”: a male who wishes to be sexually
active but cannot attract a woman, short for
involuntarily celibate.
The third word is “virgin”.
While Twitch does state that it will take context
into account before banning anyone, it is hard
to imagine a friendly reason to use the first two.
This is all part of Twitch’s recent push to make
their site safer for all users. The crazy thing is
though: why are these words being targeted,
while “bitch” and “slut” are not specified? They
are covered under the umbrella rule banning
“derogatory statements about another person’s
perceived sexual practices or sexual morality”,
so there is protection in place. Yet this move
seems to protect the viewers more than the
streamers once again.

Right now, even Botticelli is banned because
Twitch “do not yet provide sufficient tools for
viewers to limit their exposure to nudity and
mature content”. They were founded in 2011 and
have surely witnessed the slow death of Tumblr,
so why haven’t they built the tools yet? Why has
appropriate content tagging not been a priority
as the amount to sift through grew? This would
be a much less biased way of ensuring we see
what we came to see in general, helping not just
for triggers and safety but for properly matching
our interests? Does it really matter if that interest
is adult if it is ethically made and appropriately
sectioned off?
What Twitch does not seem to have learnt from
Tumblr is that safe spaces are not just about
banning people, words, and actions: it is about

clear boundaries. There needs to be some
defined space between being covered up and
putting on an explicit show, or we are back to
labelling all women as angels or temptresses,
pure women or slutty girls. The language needs
to evolve online for inclusivity just as it must in
the real world as times change and attitudes of
all kinds shift.
There is a niche wide open for a non-porn
community that accepts sexuality as a normal
part of adulthood, and every chance it might
be Twitter if they can get those conversations
started. Our hopes remain that one day the
female-presenting nipple will be free again.

It sits right alongside their ban on even slightly
sexually suggestive content, widely considered
to be vague and enforced randomly. Swimwear
is apparently fine while you are filming at the
beach, but not while you are walking home
along a street afterwards in the same video. No
exposed buttocks, no obvious genitalia outline…
and no nipples if you are female presenting in
any context apart from breastfeeding.
No exceptions are in place even for classical art
or educational purposes; showing Botticelli’s
famous “Birth of Venus” can get you banned.
Even keeping the areola covered with tape and
latex has not been enough to stop body painters
getting banned.
If you missed it (like I did), the term “femalepresenting nipples” first publicly appeared in a
2018 update to Tumblr’s Terms and Conditions,
sadly as an example of banned sexual content
alongside exposed genitals and visual depictions
of sex acts. Users condemned not only the
sexist language and the unfair comparison of
showing nipples to genitals, but also the use
of “intelligent” algorithms to remove images.
Shirtless men, animals, even fruit got flagged
while plenty of intentionally explicit content still
appeared on dashboards for everybody to see.
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Liv Elise Douglas

Ultimate
Boog

Who run
the world

for the girls and the gays

Girls just want to have fun – Cyndi Lauper

Real Groove: Studio 2054 Remix – Kylie Minogue, Dua Lipa

Because I love you – Montaigne

Motive – Ariana Grande, Doja Cat

Leave (Get out) – Jojo

My hair – Ariana Grande

I’m every woman – Whitney Houston

Boss Bitch – Doja Cat

Evergreen – Yebba

Bitch better have my money – Rihanna

Just a girl – No Doubt

Money – Cardi B

Man! I feel like a woman! – Shania Twain

Truth hurts – Lizzo

Chains – Tina Arena

Nails, Hair, Hips, Heels – Todrick Hall

Walking on Sunshine – Katrina & the waves

Attention – Todrick Hall

I wanna dance with somebody (Who loves me) – Whitney Houston

Finesse – Bruno Mars, Cardi B

It’s raining men – The weather girls

Hollaback girl – Gwen Stefani

Upside down – Dianna Ross

Savage remix – Beyonce, Megan the Stallion

Ain’t no mountain high enough – Dianna Ross

Lip gloss – Lil Mama

I will survive – Gloria Gaynor

Independent Woman, Pt 1 – Destiny’s Child

(You make me feel like) A natural woman – Carole King

I’m coming out – Diana Ross

Jolene – Dolly Parton

Can you feel it – The Jacksons

Big yellow taxi – Joni Mitchell

Levitating – Dua Lipa

You’re so vain – Carly Simon

Formation – Beyonce

Hopelessly Devoted to you – Olivia Newton-John

Greedy – Ariana Grande

Lady Marmalade – Patti LaBelle

WAP – Cardi B, Megan the Stallion
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Emily Coles

,

Gym Rant

“The judgement free commitment”. This is the
philosophy of the gym I attend, but unfortunately
as a woman, a lot of the time I don’t feel like it is
judgement free. Day after day I wake up and get
ready for the gym always feeling pretty confident
in myself. On an average day there are a lot more
men at the gym in comparison to the number of
women, this isn’t something that should affect
an individual’s workout because in reality we are
all there to better ourselves, right? However, a
large number of women feel extremely insecure
in themselves because of the critical looks we
receive from a large majority of the males in the
gym.
As a young woman who goes to the gym to lift
weights rather than doing cardio, I constantly
feel judged by the males in the weight area. It is
so stereotyped that women ‘don’t lift weights’
or ‘women don’t belong in the heavy weights
area’ that so many males think it is their right
to create an uncomfortable environment for
women because it’s ‘their area’.

they are ‘checking her out’ it doesn’t matter. IT
NEEDS TO STOP! I know I can’t speak for all
women, but I believe many would agree when
I say, men, we don’t appreciate you ogling over
us while we are trying to better ourselves for
ourselves. We aren’t at the gym to keep you
entertained and give you something to look at
while you work out.

On a brighter note, the day I sat down to write
this article I went to the gym in the morning as
I usually would, but it was a lot quieter than
normal. I was listening to my music, in my own
little workout world when I saw a woman about
my age waving at me trying to gain my attention.
She wanted someone to spot her as she tried
to lift a heavier weight than she normally would
but didn’t want to ask one of the men in the gym
because she was afraid they would judge her.
She was absolutely lovely and was so apologetic
for taking me away from my workout. I didn’t care
about taking time out of my workout, I was so
unbelievably happy to encourage her to continue
pushing her strength to the limits. I know if I had
been lifting a new weight and I needed her to
spot me she would’ve been happy to return the
favour. This incident set my mood for the rest of
the day, I was so happy that as woman we could
band together and create an alliance showing
that we are so much stronger together.

Working out is something that helps me get
through my day and keep a clear mind and
positive attitude while also reducing stress
levels, but some days I genuinely dread going
to work out because I know I will be stared at
and made to feel uncomfortable in what should
be a safe place. Women, including myself,
should not have to put their physical and mental There needs to be more women supporting
health aside because of the testosterone filled, women as well as men supporting women in
judgemental men.
gyms so we feel safe, comfortable and confident
to truly gain the judgement free commitment we
Whether these men are staring at a woman deserve.*
because ‘she doesn’t belong in the weights
area’ or because she is fit with a nice body and
*This piece is not calling out a particular gym, but a
reflection on women’s safety and gym cultrure as a whole.
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Tanika Bradford

Book review
x feminine
power piece

Disclaimer: since writing this piece it has come to
light that Given has being accused of plagiarizing
Eggerue’s work and whilst giving her credit the
original ideas and thoughts were introduced by
Eggerue’s books, lawyers have been involved
and haven’t confirmed any of these allogations
WOMEN DON’T OWE YOU PRETTY
by Florence Given

If you are feeling like a lost ol girl in this big wide
world (who isn’t) my god this is the book for you.
When I first read this book I was like, “how is this
girl literally reading my brain and publishing it in
a book!?” It wasn’t until I used this book for a
safe and open dialogue that the thoughts I had
on being a woman in regards to self confidence,
gender roles, stigmas, stereotypes, food and
social cues were actually shared by women
universally. For me, I knew all the different tips
and tricks as generations tell them but it wasn’t
until these words of raw encouragement were
put in words in front of my eyes that I started to
believe and comprehend them.

My younger self should have heard these words,
so why didn’t she? There's a certain stigma
about talking about feminism and all that it
entails. The movement has evolved into a divide
which is something that it’s not, it’s not about
man-hating -- feminism is all about equity and
equality. It wasn’t until recently that I realised
how much internalised misdiagnosed misogyny
and a nonchalant nature I had towards this
subject, I just thought that’s how the world
worked. I thought that it was normal to always
travel in groups in two or more, or to smile when
being cat called because it's a ‘compliment’ and
not to walk at night but if god forbid you had to,
walk with your keys in between your fingers just
in case. It’s a constant feeling of being on edge,
as a woman you just have to do it.

No matter the situation, usually it's because
the girl has drunk too much, the skirt was too
short or she didn’t explicitly say no - like, what?
No, no, no it’s because someone’s respect for
another human being was taken advantage of
and yet we’re still taught to cover up because
Books like ‘Women Don’t Owe You Pretty’ or shit just happens.
literally any book by Chidera Eggerue really If you’re in a group and a woman is assertive
help to identify and highlight these issues she is deemed bossy rather than a male being
within society and give active advice on how deemed as a leader.
to overcome and conquer to become the most
positive and powerful version of your boss ass Given perfectly puts it that yeah, as women most
self! As Florence Given said, “There’s enough times we just don’t win and we never will. So if
room for all women to be whole without we’re going to be punished for being a woman
in one way or another shouldn’t we just then do
tearing each other down.”
whatever the fuck we want?
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“As a woman in this world, it often feels as
though we have two choices: we can either be
desired or respected. Seen or heard. We rarely
ever get to experience both at the same time.
Which one we experience of course depends
entirely on our appearance.”
Besides this being a killer book to kick feminism
right in the butt it’s one of the most perfect selfhelp books I’ve come across. Whether it’s the
aesthetics of the incorporated drawings or the
blunt words, Given definitely has the ability to
shake some sense into her reads to make them
get the best out of themselves. Whether you’re
lacking a bit of confidence or struggling in a
relationship that lacks confidence, Given drops
beautiful strings of inspiration whilst being
incredibly blunt, it’s like the older sister we all
know and love.
One of the best, most confronting things I
took away from this book was actually in the
beginning. Every person no matter how they
identify compares themselves to everybody
they see whether its television, social media or
magazines and from this is where the stereotypes
breed. Given simply suggested to “re-brainwash
yourself!” in regards to unpacking your own
desirability bias by diversifying the content
you give yourself. If your feed is constantly
surrounded by all these beautiful tan, unrealistic,
photoshopped girls how do you expect yourself
to gaze outside of this to comprehend your mind
to others perspectives? This really shocked me
because I didn’t realise how many cookie cutter,
hetereotypical, privileged gazes I was viewed
which were negatively impacting me. Some of
these influencers might motivate you and make
you happy but they were actually continuing my
cycle of internalised misogyny which I didn’t even
realise until I was able to reflect. So as Given
suggested I went and followed some incredible
different coloured, different sized and overall
different people to who I would usually follow.
Now honestly, I did this a couple of weeks ago
and man can I tell you how crazy good I feel? I
now go onto Instagram and don’t feel drained
or not good enough, I feel entertained and most
importantly INSPIRED. So if there’s something
you take away it’s to diversify your feed because
it’s so good for the soul!!
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Here are some of my favourite instagram pages
to follow that actually build me up as a human
rather than just poison my eyes with unrealistic
expectations:
-

@actualmontaigne

-

@thandiphoenix

-

@odette

-

@indyamoore

-

@mjrodriguez7

-

@florencegiven

-

@ellessechar (ICONIC)

-

@tiffanyima

-

@taramilktea

-

@rupikaur_

-

@lachrwatson

-

@keiynanlonsdale

Other VERY important Instagram pages:
-

@i_weigh

-

@shityoushouldcareabout

-

@realdepressionproject

-

@risingwoman
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Emily Coles

Feminist heros
of my childhood

Through my teenage years, I sought out many fictional powerful female characters, especially in
tv shows, each moulding me into the independent and unique woman I am today. A lot of the
characters had massive personality flaws, some of which I have seen people use to dismiss their
feminist standing, but flaws in my eye are what makes a good character. Each of these characters
gave me a trait for the feminist I am today, so here we go.
Cordelia Chase – Angel

Olivia Pope – Scandal

Normally seen as a vain character, especially in
her time on Buffy the Vampire Slayer, Cordelia
Chase grows as a person through her time
on Angel. Cordelia both helps save the world
and remains her fashionable and slightly flaky
character, but self-preservation and years of
being a spoilt rich brat has ingrained these things
into her. Despite all these this she is always
there for her friends, be they human, demon or
vampire, none of that matters to her, just loyalty
and truth.

Oh Olivia, the badass PR woman who solves
problems for the rich and political. Her job and
life of being a “white hat” was the ultimate goal
for me. Creating a team of badass people whose
job is to fix problems so that the world could be
a better place and hide the scandals of the rich
which are pointless for the real people. Olivia
could talk herself out of almost any situation.
Although her personal life was a hot mess her
philosophy as a business-woman was the best.

Taught me: Confidence, value of friendship.

Buffy Summers – Buffy the Vampire Slayer
Buffy stole our hearts in the 90’s and has kept me
strong ever since. Buffy may have been fighting
imaginary evils but the fight she kept up against
evil has worked as a metaphor for the battle
against my own demons for years. Although
Buffy is a flawed character, that is what makes
her the badass saviour the world needs, and
Buffy makes no apologies for her imperfections.
The final season of Buffy really showed that we
all hold importance in the big scheme of things
and that evil isn’t always obvious.

Taught me: Power of persuasion.

Penelope Garcia – Criminal Minds
Baby girl Garcia is the ultimate bad bitch of
IT. Criminal minds is full of women who really
shaped my interest in criminals and also shaped
my interest in using my brain. Penelope and her
ability to hunt. Down an unsub in a matter of
minutes using her vast computer skills always
impressed me beyond my wildest dreams. I also
always loved how she filled her office with the
happy things in life that she could use to find the
bright in the dark world we live in.
Taught me: To use my skills and smarts.

Samantha – Sex and the City
Everyone always wonders how I am so
comfortable with myself, sex and even talking
about it all, well Samantha Jones is your answer
to that one. Samantha and her wild sexual tales
opened up my eyes to the normality of sex and
how bright and big that world was. Granted I was
15 years old, a virgin and even just the thought
of sex was maddening when I discovered Sex
and the City. Samantha had no shame of her
body and never seemed to lose herself in a man,
despite the fact that she loved having sex with
them so much.

Emily Fields and Spencer Hastings – Pretty
Little Liars
Got a secret, can you keep it? Spencer Hastings
was the least problematic character on this
show and Emily was a close second. I started
watching Pretty Little liars when I was in early
high school and I struggled in discovering and
coming to terms with my sexuality at the same
time as Emily. It was amazing to see a similar
journey to mine and great to find her become
comfortable. Spencer was just the ultimate goal
of wit and brains for me. I always wanted to be
the smartest person in a room, and I pride myself
on being smart but like Spencer grew and used
my smarts in a not so showing off way, but in a
helpful way. Also Spencer struggled with issues
that she was able to overcome in a way that I
mostly found empowering.
Taught me: To embrace my sexuality, and
always be the smartest person in the room.

Taught me: Nothing wrong with sex.

The Halliwell sisters – Charmed
I used to run around my back yard as a kid
pretending that I was a witch because of these
sisters. From the first episode this show was a
metaphor for the evil’s women face in the night
and the “nice guy” was not always to be trusted,
but that there was safety in numbers. This show
always showed the power of women, love and
family, as these sisters fought the evils of the
world to protect the innocent.

There you have it people, these are the characters that shaped Tyler into the multi-tiered woman
she is today. These women all had their flaws which made them an even better mentor for my life
as a realistic woman is the best influence for a young girl’s life. No one is perfect, even the most
flawed female characters can teach life lessons that leave a lasting impact.

Taught me: Power in numbers.

Taught me: To be powerful, we are all
important.
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A comment on
promising
young women

I could not recommend a movie more than this one, as it has taken the slot at number 1 on
the exhaustive list of Tyler’s favourite movies. It joins the likes of Birds of Prey, Inglorious
Bastards, The Aristocats, Anastasia, Wonder Woman (1 and 2), Saw and many more.
When I say I was raised on good movies and have developed into a movie buff that is
not an exaggeration. After a movie I love to pick it apart and comment on what was great or
not so great, this one left me stunned silent for a moment and then it just gushed out.
The aim of this film was to be a commentary on
the society women are exposed to daily, and the
“nice guy” antics that rarely get called out. The
parallels between this film and real wold cases,
even my own experiences as a woman, are
uncanny and chilling. When I say the popcorn
boxes were squished in anger by my best friend
and I that is also not an exaggeration. This was
not only due to how well the movie presented
the story but on how realistic it was.

The film touches on many topics such as rape,
the classic “he said she said issue”, the classist
horrors of the privileged male, and many more
issues. There are surprises at every turn of this
film, some you would never see coming until
right at the last moment. Carey Mulligan brings
this revenge tragedy icon to life, and not only
encapsulates every strong female character of
the genre before her but also just every woman
who has ever been in these situations.

The film follows drop out promising med student
Cassie as she spends her days working a job
she hates and her nights pretending to be almost
black out wasted, then a “nice guy” offer to help
her and inevitably lead her back to their homes
with their less than chivalrous intentions. As her
story unfolds and the dots are put together you
can see how easily Cassie and beloved best
friend Nina could be any woman.

Director and writer Emerald Fennell casts a
unique eye onto this story that resonates with
us all in a way that only a woman can. Her eye
for the small details and the realness of the
horrifying situations is phenomenal and brings
every aspect of the story together. There is a
resonation of Quentin Tarantino story telling, as
well as parallels between Cassie and his strong
female protagonists such as The Bride, but
Emerald Fennell bring to this classic character
type something only a woman’s perspective can
and that is a raw realness for what women are
truly capable of.
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The soundtrack for this film is also something I
have not stopped talking about, or listening to,
since I watched the film. The films sound track
itself tells a powerful story through remixes of
classics, with the absolutely breath-taking Toxic
instrumental that builds to the films climax or
absolute revenge. It is also just a really great
track to listen to and get into a good groove, it
makes me feel absolutely powerful!
I whole heartedly believe that all young people
coming into the world of sex, drinking, and
partying should watch this film so that they can
all know what the world can be like. This film is a
dramatized version of what the real world is like
for a lot of young women. The sad thing is how
the scenes where “good guys” try to “protect” a
wasted girl are not the dramatized part.

Another film making aspect I want to touch
on is the costuming and hair/makeup team’s
brilliance. The styles were all unique in creating
Cassie’s persona and her night life facade.
Cassie when she is her every day self is a very
ordinary girl, and the colours they dress her in
give an ease and sense of innocence, but when
they contrast to her alter ego’s to complete her
plans they show a very different side of her and
create a shield of her true identity.
I could go on and on about the brilliance of this
film and its importance of reflecting reality and
making a statement, but I think the best thing is
for you to just watch the film yourself and really
take in the full experience

“Every now and
then a film comes
along that ignites a
conversation.”
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Zodiac - Women of the signs
Lady Gaga
Emma Watson
Robin Wright
Selena Quintanilla

Janet Jackson
Kehlani
Uma Thurman
Gal Gadot

Cardi B
Kim Kardashian
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez
Serena Williams

Shonda Rhimes
Michelle Obama
Betty White
Dianne Keaton

March 21 - April 19

April 20 - May 20

September 23 - October 22

October 23 - November 21

ARIES

TAURUS

libra

capricorn

Stevie Nicks
Laverne Cox
Octavia Spencer
Marilyn Monroe

Ariana Grande
Kathy Bates
Khloe Kardashian
Lil’ Kim

Winona Ryder
Marie Antoinette
Julia Roberts
Whoopi Goldberg

Oprah Winfrey
Kerry Washington
Jennifer Anniston
Shakira

May 21 - June 20

June 21 - July 22

gemini

November 22 - December 21

December 22 - January 19

cancer

scorpio

aquarius

Megan Markle
Whitney Huston
Jennifer Lopez
Monica Lewinsky

Beyonce
Ava DuVernay
Mother Teresa
Blake Lively

Chrissy Teigen
Janelle Monae
Taylor Swift
Nicki Minaj

Rihanna
Millie Bobby Brown
Emily Blunt
Kesha

July 23 - August 22

August 23 - September 22

January 20 - February 18

February 19 - March 20

leo

virgo

sagittarius

pisces
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